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About This Content

Natural Disasters features a catalog of catastrophes to challenge mayor-players everywhere, including planning with early
warning systems and emergency routes, devastating and destructive disaster effects, and caring for the populace as they struggle
to rebuild. The expansion will also update Cities: Skylines with a new scenario editor and gameplay mode, allowing players to

finally win – or lose – the game on their own terms.

Natural Disasters will include:

Deep, Impactful Gameplay:
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Keep your city going through the devastation of several possible doomsday scenarios, from towering infernos to the day the sky
exploded. Natural Disasters includes Earthquakes, Thunderstorms, Tsunamis, Forest Fires, Tornadoes, Sinkholes and Meteors

With Great Power Comes Great Response Abilities:

Plan for, and respond to, disasters using early warning systems, countermeasures, and new disaster responses such as helicopters
and evacuations – finally, a Paradox game where “Comet Sighted” actually means something

An Objectively Good Feature:

Scenario Mode - Natural Disasters expansion includes 5 pre-made scenarios to challenge disaster masters, with custom game
objectives such as starting cities, win conditions, time limits, losing conditions and more! The Natural Disasters Scenarios

expands on the Scenario Editor, which is a free update for all players that allows them to create and share their own custom
made scenarios

Chirpocalypse Now:

Heck yeah, new hats for Chirper
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Radio Saved the Video Game:

A new broadcast network is introduced, helping to rapidly spread evacuation warnings and emergency alerts
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Title: Cities: Skylines - Natural Disasters
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Colossal Order Ltd.
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Franchise:
Cities: Skylines
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+, 3.2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVIDIA GeForce GTX 260, 512 MB or ATI Radeon HD 5670, 512 MB (Does not support Intel Integrated Graphics
Cards)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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This game is an Aristotle of video games.. From the very little I've played, this is "80's" flavor to the extreme. I had a stupid
amount of fun with my brother.
Also, all the polish to it with a story, worldmap stage select, cheesy one liners, voiced lines, and the narrator saying things with
such gusto. How could I not love it? Besides, at the time, it was only $0.99, from a game that could be $10-$20.

Very classy arcade feel. I give it an excited ready to kick butt redhead/10.. I died from an epileptic seisure. I LOVE THIS
LOCO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Reminiscent of Amnesia. Full of creepy atmosphere and haunting visuals.

Positives:
+ Imaginative hellscape.
+ Pretty fast loading times.
+ Accurate representation of Salt Lake City, Utah.

Negatives:
- Random framerate drops. (50 drops to 10 fps on a HD 4400 Graphics card.)
- Sluggish mouse movement. Turning and stopping seems delayed. (Turning off V-Sync fixes this.)
- Accurate representation of Salt Lake City, Utah.. Nice Game after all. One of the most entertaining couch games I've played..
Well worth the $.55! If you get the true ending, (which you should no matter what) then it's worth the time. Not your momma's
indie horror game.. Cancer SJW ♥♥♥♥.. how to waste ur money simulator
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Bought this to support the vr fps genre more then anything and to hopefully keep the developer working on it.

The graphics are pretty good I'll say that along with the weapon mechanics so far but the character movement definitely needs
work I'll agree with most other people there and there will need to be more maps and weapons added but in saying that well thats
why I got it to support the development so keep up the good work.

EDIT - Further thinking about the game I hope that there is an option to turn the controls into hands if you wish and allow those
"hands" to stabilise the weapons when firing (like in another certain VR game lol) and some small player created arena
damage/affects aka bullet holes those little things would improve the realism a fair bit I'd like to think in the future.

Cheers. Save yourself $9.99 and Stick with the demo!

The full game is buggy as heck and unplayable in its current state. I have W7 x64 Ultimate. i5 4670K OC @ 4.4ghz. GTX 1070
FTW. 16GB RAM. 500GB Samsung SSD. No problems with any VR games with my VIVE.

When you try to play against AI, the game bugs out. Framerate drops. Nonstop stuttering. Flashes of white across the screen.
And the blank SteamVR background, chaperone, and VIVE controller will randomly appear and disappear during play.

When you switch it to practice mode, the game runs smooth as silk.

To top it off, it seems the developer isn't around so expect seldom updates if any.. my great gandpa blair was in this war!! :D. I’d
imagine the HC series only appeals to a very specific audience but I happen to be a part of that audience and
holy♥♥♥♥♥♥dude. By far one of my favorite games- and possibly even favorite stories. Just make sure to play the EP1 first,
it’s not on steam but you can download it for free.. Overall, I'm enjoying act one of this game. I like the vairety of the casts, and
that all the potential interests have distinct looks and personalities. While I really like the sprite art, I was really disapointed to
find out that the CGs are draw by someone else in a completely different art style (that I personally like significantly less).
Additionally, some of the backgrounds look sloppy or half finished. I think the mix off all the different styles makes the game
feel disjointed. I also found the way Elfriede talks/narrates to be kind of annoying, with all her half-finished sentences and
thoughts. I get that she's supposed to be "neurotic" but it just made her hard to follow at times. Lastly, I'm really hoping there
are at least a couple female love interests introduce in the next act.... BFGA is not a simulation of actual units. The only real
factors are the appearance and the location of guns on a unit eg. dual turret tanks have the firing point in different spots for each
turret.

What is somewhat generic is the actual guns on each tank. THey don't appear to really simulate actual gun variations, but rather
light/medium/heavy variations (with range and penetration varying by gun type).

  So if you approach it as a non-historical tactical battle, you will be pleasantly satisfied. It looks great, and plays well. Using
proper tank tactics is strongly encouraged by the fact that if you don't use them, you will be decimated.

  Cover is important, and line of sight management is vital. If you can't see it, odds are you can't hit it...

  The AI is competant at the tactical level and uses terain (and cards) well. Cards give things such as instant repair of tread
damage, recon flights, air strikes, minefields or even extra range circles for one of your units.

  At the campaign level, the AI is weaker and seems to be less aggressive - but this might be just because I have tried playing the
Allied forces with the AI being the defensive Axis forces. IT might be more aggressive as the Allies.

  Combat invloves moving and shooting your units. Watch the videos to see how movement works, shooting is set angle
(direction) of shot, select shot type (AP or HE), and set range and then fire. Most units get 2 shots per turn, light guns get 3 and
heavy artillery gets 2 shots, but must spend 1 turn reloading. terrain can block a shot - hills will absorb the shot, buildings and
trees can be destroyed, possibly clearing the line of sight for a second shot.

  Overall, while not historically accurate, it is a lot of fun to play. Tactics matter, and ignore terrain at your own peril.. The only
reason I would take up jogging is so that I could hear heavy breathing again.. Eh, I mean if you're into fish and that kinda stuff
then yeah. Never seen the movie but from what I can gather from playing this game a fish named nemo is being searched for.
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